
Participating in the Charlie Health alumni program is 100%

optional. You can choose to attend activities, participate in

Discord, both or none. You can take breaks and come back

whenever needed/wanted. 

Charlie Health Alumni services are used for connection and a

place to build a community of support and overall wellness.

Alumni services are not clinical services. If you decide not to

join, your participation decision does not affect rights to

receive clinical care. Alumni services are free.

Alumni activities are all non-clinical and include but are not

limited to: Discord, processing/contemplative groups,

journaling, creative social hours, social activities (movie nights,

gaming, bingo), yoga/meditation, coaching sessions, and event

nights.

I agree and understand the following rules:
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Do not disclose any protected health information including but not limited

to date of birth, diagnoses, and/or last name.

Attend groups in a private room. No one is allowed in the room while you

are in a group session. Exceptions to this can be made during Charlie

Health Alumni activities where family & friend participation is encouraged. 

Take all appropriate precautions so that those outside of the room will not

hear any conversations. Anonymity is key to creating an environment in

which everyone knows it’s safe to share. This could include ensuring your

environment is free from others or wearing headphones (recommended).

Minimize distractions. Please place your cell phone on silent, try your best

to reduce background noise. Avoid excessive camera movement that could

be seen as distracting to others participating. 

No weapons, hunting paraphernalia, or objects of injury can be present

during any Alumni activity.  

Participate sober. Contributing to Alumni activities while not under the

influence keeps the group space safe for everyone.  

Objects that are recognized symbols of racism, homophobia,

transnegativity and/or other messaging that threatens or disrespects

people on the basis of race, ethnicity, gender, national origin, immigration

status, age, religion, creed, spiritual identifications, disability, military

status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression are not permitted

in any Alumni activity. 
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No recording, screenshots, or screen sharing of unauthorized material

while participating in Discord or any alumni events. This is prohibited to

protect confidentiality. 

To ensure safety, failure to meet these requirements will be grounds for

immediate removal from Charlie Health Alumni and/or will be taken out of

your respective Discord server. 

Charlie Health Alumni agreements help us frame a safe space to continue

to learn and grow. When we work to meet each other with respect,

openness, and good will, the Alumni experience is transformative.  

We offer the following guidelines as basic scaffolding for CH Alumni

members to build from as they co-create living group agreements that

protect, nurture, and sustain each group member. Alumni and staff alike

are asked to follow these group agreements. 

Our goal is to make Charlie Health Alumni a flexible, safe, and

compassionate environment where deep listening, authentic expression,

and sustainable growth and healing can take place.
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We agree that confidentiality matters. Anything shared in Alumni activities

is not to be repeated outside of the group. This protects safety and

protects group relationships.

We agree to pay attention to our feelings. Our stories are very important,

but the feelings we have as we share them are just as important. We can

use our feelings to connect with others, even when the experiences we

bring to a group are different. 

We agree to be supportive to one another and to interact with openness,

trust, and respect. 

We agree to remember that any one of us could be fighting a battle that

others know nothing about. 

We agree to remain compassionate, respectful, and curious.

We agree to become mindful of our impact on other group members and of

their impact on us, and we understand that processing our impact on

others and theirs upon us is a part of the group therapy process.

We agree to try hard to be compassionate with ourselves. Being kind to

ourselves along the journey, always, can only help.
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In order to protect the safety of all participants and the integrity
of the program, failure to follow any of the above will result in
immediate action, including temporary or permanent removal
from Charlie Health Alumni.

Community Standards Continued

If at any point you feel that you need to report complaints,
and/or potential breach of access please contact
alumniservices@charliehealth.com.

Please be advised that Charlie Health Alumni, this document,
texts and emails are not monitored 24/7. 

If you are in crisis or in need of immediate assistance, please call
911 or the National Suicide Prevention Hotline at 988.


